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Your client just renewed
their lease … and wrecked
EBITDA in the process
If You Care About EBITDA, You Shouldn’t
Renew. You Should Move!

So you are nearing the end of your existing lease

where disaster strikes. If your firm cares about its

term and the age-old discussion of “should I stay or

EBITDA results, renewing in place is almost always

should I go,” begins again. The existing space still

going to be a financial decision you will regret, yet it

works for your firm, and it’s common knowledge

happens over and over again. When this happens,

renewing in place will be less expensive than

tenants (and their advisors), have unwittingly traded

moving down the street since you can do an “as is”

lower total cash rent payments for worse EBITDA

renewal instead of paying higher rents in order to

results, thereby impairing the firm’s valuation and –

get a tenant improvement allowance to fit out the

perhaps – even corporate bonuses. How and why

new space.

does this happen?

Suffice it to say, your existing landlord understands

This happens because for years – decades really –

this “calculus” very well, and knows they’ll likely

the commercial real estate industry has relied upon

secure the renewal if it is even just a bit cheaper

discounted cash flow analyses to identify which

than moving. Your existing landlord may even be

lease was the best lease, economically, for a tenant.

more generous than just a bit cheaper, but it is

While discounted cash flow should be part of the

rarely, if ever, a grand bargain. Either way, as with

analysis, it should not be where the analysis stops,

many things in life, cheaper is not always better and

particularly considering there is not a business

sometimes it is far worse.

in the world that reports financial results on the
basis of discounted cash flows. When it comes to

For tenants that care about that financial

financial reporting, including EBITDA calculations,

performance metric known as EBITDA (earnings

discounted cash flow analyses will never tell you

before interest, taxes, depreciation and

what you need to know, and often will lead you

amortization), the decision to renew is frequently

astray.
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To Renew or To Relocate – That’s The EBITDA

discount that reflects the fact they’re not providing

Question

the allowance. Instead, the existing landlord is

Let’s assume your 50,000 square foot lease is

playing a strategic game of “limbo”; trying to go

nearing expiration and the space and existing

only just low enough to be less expensive than

improvements will continue to meet your needs

moving in order to secure the renewal, while not

for some time if you were to renew. You approach

going further than needed. So in this real world

your landlord about renewing the lease, and to keep

example, the existing landlord provides a proposal

them honest you ask a comparable building down

for a 10 year renewal with base rental rates

the street for a proposal as well. Both landlords

starting at $32 per RSF per year, with the same

provide proposals for a 10 year lease term.

$1 per RSF increases every two years, with the
first three months of base rent abated. Keeping

Since the existing landlord knows they only have

in mind the “relocation” scenario has at least $5

to beat a relocation deal by just a bit, we’ll consider

per year included in its base rental rates attributed

the 10 year relocation proposal first. The landlord

to the tenant improvement allowance (i.e., $50 of

under the relocation scenario submits a “final and

allowanced divided by 10 years, before considering

best” offer whereby you would sign a 10 year lease

the landlord’s cost of funds), getting a $2 per

requiring your firm to pay annual, net base rents

RSF “discount” on the base rent from the existing

starting at $34 per rentable square foot (RSF),

landlord ($32 starting rate vs. $34), is not unusual

increasing by $1 per RSF every two years, while

in renewal scenarios at these rental rates. When

receiving three months of base rent abatement and

this proposal is similarly analyzed on the basis of

a $50 per RSF tenant improvement allowance to

discounted cash flows, the present value of this

build out the tenant improvements for your space.

proposal’s rent stream equates to $22,492,000,

The lease is a “triple net” lease requiring your firm

or roughly $750,000 cheaper than the relocation

to pay for taxes, operating expenses and utilities

option. Which deal will you choose?

(which we will assume to be equal between the
two buildings). When viewed through the lens of a

Cheaper does not always equal better EBITDA

discounted cash flow analysis, the present value of

results.

the entire rent stream (utilizing a discount rate of

The way in which any given lease affects your

5%), is equal to $23,256,000, or $46.51 / RSF / Year.

company’s income statement and EBITDA results
has almost nothing to do with present value

Your existing landlord, knowing where “new” ten-

analysis. In other words, using discounted cash

year deals in the market are being priced and

flow analysis as a predictor of how a lease will

executed for comparable buildings also provides a

impact EBITDA is about as useful as using a watch

best and final proposal. Although you do not need

to predict the weather. Illustrating this point, in the

a tenant improvement allowance since the existing

case of these two competing “renew” and “relocate”

space is still functional for your use, the existing

proposals, choosing the more expensive deal

landlord will rarely, if ever, provide a full rental rate

from a present value perspective and total P&L
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perspective would actually improve your firm’s valuation by over $1.5 Million. To better understand how this
works, the analyses below show how both the “relocate” and “renew” scenarios as described above affect the
entire GAAP-based financial reporting results, including EBITDA.
10 Year Relocation – P&L Impacts

10 Year Renewal – P&L Impacts

Understanding a bit about current (and also the new), lease accounting standards under US-GAAP (or IFRS),
will explain why this cheaper renewal scenario is the worst option for the EBITDA focused company. As the
analysis for the renewal scenario shows, the renewal scenario will result in two expense items being reported
on your P&L: straight line rent and SG&A (selling, general and administrative), expenses, both of which are
“above the line” for EBITDA purposes. For the renewal scenario, straight line rent will be calculated as the
average annual base rent payment under the lease, and for this example is calculated as follows:

The SG&A expenses are the sum of the operating expenses, taxes and utility charges paid as they are incurred.
In the first year of the renewal period, those SG&A costs total $1,098,138, and these costs are also all “above
the line” for EBITDA, as none of them represent interest, income taxes, depreciation or amortization. Hence
the total P&L impact for the renewal scenario in the first year of the renewal period is $2,758,138, all of which
directly reduces your firm’s EBITDA results.
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The EBITDA Advantage From Relocating
In short, the relocation scenario’s $50 per RSF tenant improvement allowance is required to be deducted
from the calculation of “straight line rent” under current lease accounting standards (and under the new lease
accounting standards as well), as illustrated below:

The tenant improvement allowance then creates two entries on your balance sheet: a “deferred rent credit”,
which is like a long term liability that will be extinguished as cash rent is paid over the lease term, and a “tenant
improvement asset” related to the cost of the improvements, which will be amortized over the term of the lease
(or shorter if the useful life of the improvements is less that the term of the lease).
Thus for the tenant who cares about EBITDA, two important things have occurred under this relocation
scenario: the amount of the allowance spent on improvements has reduced your straight line rent expense
on the P&L (which is “above the line” for EBTIDA purposes), and you have created an asset which is amortized
through the P&L, and amortization, as the “A” in “EBITDA”, is “below the line”.
Consequently, when you look at the analyses above, and focus on the GAAP-based financial statement results
rather than discounted cash flow values, you will see the cheaper renewal option has a significantly worse
impact on EBITDA than the more expensive relocation scenario. Specifically, in looking at the P&L results for
2016, the renewal scenario has a $2,758,138 impact (i.e., reduction) on your firm’s EBITDA results while the
relocation scenario has only a $2,605,638 impact on EBITDA. That’s a $153,000 difference, and it exists every
year during the lease term.
If you are considering these two scenarios and are in an industry that would use an EBITDA multiple of 10 for
purposes of establishing your firm’s enterprise value, choosing the more expensive, but better for EBITDA,
relocation scenario would enhance valuation by more than $1.5 Million as compared to the cheaper renewal
scenario.
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The lease term also matters if you care
about EBITDA results.
Creating an even bigger improvement in EBITDA
Now imagine for a moment you were hesitating about committing to a ten year lease, whether because you
wondered if the old space would really continue to be functional in its existing condition for ten more years or
perhaps you couldn’t confidently predict your firm’s real estate needs for a full ten additional years. So assume
you were to go back to these two landlords and ask for a five year lease term instead.
Many existing landlords will likely see this as an opportunity to increase their last proposal’s rental rates
knowing the competing building requires tenant improvements and will therefore need to increase their
proposed rental rates to allow the landlord to recoup their tenant improvement funds over just five years
instead of ten. Let’s assume, instead, your landlord decides to leave the last proposal’s rental rate structure
in tact as a way to ensure they secure the renewal. Hence the exact same rental rate structure your existing
landlord used for the 10 year proposal will apply to the five year proposal, just omitting the last five years of
lease term, but still providing three months of free rent.
In the relocation scenario, however, the landlord of the building down the street does not have it so easy. In
order to make the space work for your business, you still need to do the same $50 of tenant improvement
work in the space. But providing $50 / RSF of tenant improvement allowance does not work for the landlord
on a 5 year lease term. Their pro-forma 5 year lease at these rates would only provide for a maximum tenant
improvement allowance of $40 / RSF, leaving you $10 / RSF short. In order to provide the full $50 of tenant
improvement allowance you require, they will need to increase the base rental rates, making their building even
less attractive from a cash flow and present value perspective.
Knowing the competitive nature of the negotiation, the landlord decides to increase the rental rates by only
the minimum amount necessary to recover the additional $10 / RSF of extra tenant improvement funding.
Assuming their cost of funds is 7.5%, they will need to increase the annual rental rate by $2.49 / RSF per year
to recover the funds over 57 months (i.e., still providing 3 months of rent abatement). Hence, their new 5 year
lease proposal has a starting rate of $36.49, with $1.00 increases every two years. That is almost $4.50 / RSF
greater than the five year renewal scenario, making this five year relocation scenario roughly $940,000 more
expensive than the renewal scenario on a present value basis. But if you learned the lesson that cheaper is not
always better for EBITDA under the ten year analysis, you will appreciate that lesson even more under this five
year alternative.
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As with the ten year lease term, to properly calculate the EBITDA impact of this lease the tenant improvement
allowance needs to be removed from the calculation of straight line rent, while creating a deferred rent credit
and tenant improvement asset on the balance sheet, while the asset is amortized through the P&L. But this all
happens over a shorter period of time, meaning in 2016 the EBITDA impact from the 5 year relocation scenario
is only $2,371,413 versus $2,658,138 for the 5 year renewal scenario. Take a look at the five year analyses –
choosing the more expensive five year relocation deal was $287,000 better for your firm’s EBITDA results
than the cheaper renewal scenario, or nearly $3 Million better for your firm’s valuation.
5 Year Relocation – P&L Impacts

5 Year Renewal – P&L Impacts

5 Key Lessons about EBITDA impacts.
Do you still want to renew? If so, there are lessons in these analyses for the tenant who cares about EBITDA,
their existing landlord, the landlord down the street and brokers all around the transaction.
•

First and foremost, relying on discounted cash flow to make decisions which affect financial statement
reporting is folly.

•

Second, landlords looking to renew tenants had better know if the tenant cares more about EBITDA than it
does about cash flow and total net income impacts from a lease.

•

Third, landlords trying to lure a tenant away from their existing building can more easily win if they know
how to structure and propose deals for tenants who care about EBITDA.

•

Fourth, brokers have another compelling argument as to why the tenant who is contemplating renewing
their lease without the use of a broker should rethink that decision.

•

Fifth, lease negotiations, including renewal negotiations, are all about leverage; think how you could use
EBITDA to get your current landlord to dramatically improve their proposal when you’d really rather stay in
place.
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Want to learn more?
If you would like to learn more about other ways to structure lease
transactions to improve EBITDA results, or to enhance your balance sheet,
or simply to improve the P&L impact of your leases, LeaseCalcs will be
glad to help. Our educational and consultative seminars can put you on
the path to improving financial performance by being smarter about lease
analysis, lease accounting and lease negotiations. Contact us to learn
more. 949.284.6900 or info@LeaseCalcs.com
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